
Quick Guide

HEAHEAT SETTINGS CHARTT SETTINGS CHART

DODODUM Mini Easy Press machine has 3 heat
settings to meet your all different heat
transfer demands.

LowLow —284F(140C), for lightweight, delicate,
synthetic, or heat-sensitive fabrics; also great
for more delicate heat-transfer vinyl, such as
Foil Iron-On.

MediumMedium — 320F(160C) for most fabrics and
heat-transfer vinyl

HighHigh — 374F(190C) for Infusible Ink projects
and blanks

INSTRUCTIONS-DODODUM Mini Heat Press
- Plug in the Mini Heat Press .

- Select the heat setting that corresponds
with the material and project you want to
create. (See chart below)

-Cut the vinyl/transfer you want to use
and then place it on your object you want
to press. If it’s shoes or hat or a small
surface you want something to be able to
press on to. A pair of socks works best!

- Once the light turns green it’s time to
carefully press. Spraying a small amount of
water before every Ironing will make your
work simpler.

- Remember as soon as the Mini Heat
Press hits the material it will adhere to your
project.

- Carefully, glide the Mini Heat Press
around your project until full adhered and
the plastic lifts up with ease!

Warning:Warning:
Heat Presses operate at high temperaturesHeat Presses operate at high temperatures
that can cause burns or other injury. Usethat can cause burns or other injury. Use
with extreme caution. CAUTION: Risk ofwith extreme caution. CAUTION: Risk of
electric shock. Do not open, modify, orelectric shock. Do not open, modify, or
otherwise tamper with press. Always turnotherwise tamper with press. Always turn
press OFF before plugging or unpluggingpress OFF before plugging or unplugging
from the electrical outlet. Never pull on thefrom the electrical outlet. Never pull on the
cord to disconnect press from the electricalcord to disconnect press from the electrical
outlet; instead, grasp the plug and pull tooutlet; instead, grasp the plug and pull to
disconnect press. Do not immerse in waterdisconnect press. Do not immerse in water
or use in wet conditionsor use in wet conditions


